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A theory is given for the forward currcni-voUagc characteristic of the PIN
diffused junction silicon diode. The theory predicts thai the device should

obey a simple PN diode characteristic until the current density approaches

WO amp/cm'^. At higher currents an additional potential drop occurs across

the middle region proportional to the square root of the current. A moderate

amount of recombination in the middle region has little effect on the charac-

teristic. It is shown that the middle region cannot lead to anomalous char-

acteristics at low currents.

INTRODUCTION

In some diode applications it is desirable to have a very low ohmic re-

sistance as well as a high reverse breakdown voltage. A device meeting

these requirements, in which the resistance is low because of heavily

doped P^ and A'^^ contacts and the breakdown voltage is high because

uf a lightly doped layer between the contacts, has l)een described by

M. B. Prince/ The device is shown schematically in Figure la and con-

sists of throe regions, the P^ contact, the middle P layer, and the A'"'"

contact. The device in called a PIN diode because the density P of un-

compensated acceptors in the middle region is much less than P^ or A^"*"

and in normal forward operation much less ihan the injected carrier

density.

We shall let the edge of the P P junction in the middle region be

X = 0, and the edge of the PN^ junction in tlie middle region he x = w.

Thus the region ^ .r ^ w is .space charge neutral and liouiided at each

end by space charge regions whose width is of the order of the Debye
length

' Prince, M. IV, DifTusrd p-7i Juiirlion Silicon Rectifiera, H.S.T.J., page 661
of this issue.

''A devire wifh siniihir geometry has been discussed l)y H. N. Hall, Proc.
I.lt.K., 40, p. \fil2, 1052.
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X = {K/0eP)
1/2

l.-j X 10 'cm. (1)

where K is the dielectric constant, e is the electronic charge, and /3 is the

constant

^ = c/kT = iiJD., - p.p/Dp (2)

which at room temperature is 38.7 volt"\ We shall denote points in the

P^ and A^^ contacts on the edges of the space charge regions by oo and

WW respectively. Thus n-oo is the electron ilensity in the P^ contact at the

junction, and n. is the electron density at the same junction in the

middle region. Similarly p„.^ is the hole density at the junction in the

A'^^ contact and p„ is the hole density at the junction in the middle region.

We shall denote equilibrium carrier densities in the three regions by

np+ , rip
, Pp, pif+ . Typical values for the parameters characterizing

(a)

1
1=0

WW v^

/
-V, oo/i

(b)

Fig. 1 — Schematic representalion of llic PIN diode with the P*" and N+ con-

tacts regarded as extending to infinity, (b) shows the electrostatic potential in

equilibrium and (c) shows the potential when a forwar<l current flows.
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the device are

W'^2 X 10"^ cm

P ~ 10'' cm"'

iV+.P^-^lO'^cm-^
^^^

L„ , Lp r^ 10~ cm

where L„
,
Lp arc minority carrier diffusion lengths in the contacts.

The present treatment makes three distinct approximations. The first

is to neglect the voltage drop in the contacts. The highest currents ordi-

narily used are of the order of 500 amp/cm^ which should produce an
ohmic drop in the contacts of about 1 volt/cm. Since the entire diode has
a length of about 0.01 cm we are neglecting only about O.Ol volts in this

approximation.

The second approximation is to regard the Dcbye length as small
compared to w and the diffusion lengths L^ , Lp . If L„ , Lp are as small

as the typical values gi\'en in (3) the error made in this approximation
is not completely negligible. Nevertheless, we use the approximation be-

cause it enables us to regard the device as three relatively large neutral

regions and two relatively narrow space charge regions. The behavior of

the device can then lie determined by solving for the diffusion and drift

of carriers in the neutral regions subject to boundary conditions con-
necting the carrier densities across the space charge layers.

The third approximation is to neglect any increase in majority carrier

density in the contacts due to injection of minority carriers. This approxi-
mation is valid until the current density approaches 5 X 10* amp/cm",
which is well !d)o\-e anticipated operating currents. It is conceivalile

that in son\o junctions all the current may flow through small active

spots at which the current density is very high, perhaps exceeding the
above figure. In such ca.ses the current flow is two or three dimensional
and the piesent analysis would not apply.

It is also necessaiy to assume some law for carrier recombination. We
shall assume that recombination in the contacts is linear in the injected

minority carriei- density

(ITn n — np+

Modification of the theory to suit other I'ecombination laws is simple in

principle, although considei-able analytical con\plications might l)c en-

countered. It seems most likely that in silicon PN junctions the re-

combination actually is nonlinear. It can be shown that if the recombi-
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nation follows some power v of the injected density

din y (rC\

ax

the forward characteristic of a simple PN junction is of the form

exp[i^^(. + 1)71 (6)

Thus nonlinear recombination can account for the oliservation that in

silicon diodes the slope of V versus log / is usually mucli less than /3.

Our purpose here is not to study this interesting effect, but to study those

effects whidi are due to the presence of the midcUe region. Therefore, we

assume linear recombination for the sake of simplicity. In the last sec-

tion we give a brief consideration of what to expect in tlie case of non-

linear recombination in the contacts. Recombination in the middle

region will also be assumed to be linear in the injected carrier density,

but this assumption is not critical, since it turns out that a moderate

amount of recombination in the middle region does not change the quali-

tative behavior of the device.

BASIC EQUATIONS

Fig. l(b)^ shows the electrostatic potential V{x) for the equilibrium

case 7 = 0. The potential is constant except in the space charge layers.

If we call the potential of the middle region zero, the P^ and A^"^ contacts

are at the potentials -Fi and V2 respectively, where

^V, = tn (PVpp)
,^.

Figm-e Ic shows the potential when a forward cui-rent I flows and a

forward bias V is produced across the device. We shall define the poten-

tial so that the N~^ contact remains at V2 ,
\\hieh puts the P"*" contact at

potential V - Vi . The potential at a point .t is then given by

V{x) = 72 - r E{x) dx (8)

where E{x) is the electric field assumed zero in tiie contact regions x >
WW and x < 00. The applied bias V consists of three terms

V = Vo + Vp + 7. (9)

' This potential diatribution has been discussed by A. Herlet and R. Spenke,

Zoits. f. Ang. Phys., B7, H3, p. 149, 1955.
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where Vo is the forward bias across the junction at x = 0, Vp is the po-

tential (h-op in the middle I'egion, and V^ is the forward bias across the

jnnction at x - w. In this notation T'(0) = V^ + Vp and V(iv) = W
The total current density is constant

/„(x) + Ip{x) = I (10)

We shall denote electric current densities by c/„ , dp , so that I„ , Ip , I

have the dimensions of (particles/cm'-sec). At ;t: = and x = iv the

minority carrier currents must flow into the contacts by diffusion, which
gives the boundary conditions

^'''
^ (11)

/„(0) = 7„,^-l
[np+

where Ip, , /„« ai-e saturation current densities

. _ Vs^Dp _ 7ip+D^
^pn r )

-ins —
J K'-ii')

Lip /j„

The order of magnitude of the saturation cui-rent density is given by

e(7„, + Ip,) ~ 3 X 10~"* amp/cm' in Si

based on the typical values of (3). Equations (11) contain the assump-
tions of linear recombination and small injection into the contacts as

discussed in the introduction.

In the middle region the ciwrent densities satisfy

Ip{x) = Dpi- ^+/3pb}

/n(.r) =D„r^^+&nK\

Let us assume these equations remain valid in the space charge regions.*

Since these space chai'ge regions are narrow /„ and Ip can be considered

constant and the solution of (13) in the space charge regions is

^^
Up Jirui

J

(u)

* Sliockley, W., B.S.T.J., 28, p. 435, 1949.
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Since X/Lj, « 1 we can write for the junction at x = w

p{w) = e '^ iVwwe —
j / ^ "^

l^
Lip ^lOUJ

X
= p.y'^-'^'"Mi-oif

(15)

A\heic 0(X/ip) means a term of order X/Lp . Thus we see that if we may

neglect X/Lp and X/7v„ we have the following simple boundary conditions

at the junctions

Vo - P. e'""^ flG)

n^ = UpC

It is clear that in order to divide the device into three neutral regions we

must also be able to neglect X/w.

Finally, we have the condition of space charge neutrality

p -n = P (17)

It can be shown that the term ET^ dE/dx is of order (X/L)^ or (K/wf

and therefore negligible in our approximation. Therefore (17) is the

Poisson equation for the middle region in our approximation. When we

use (17) we are not saying that E{x) is constant but only that K' dE/dx

is negligible compared to p(x) and n{x). The basic equations then are

(10), (11), (13), (16), (17).

Large Injection, No Recombination

In this section we consider current densities of the order of magnitude

of those that flow in normal operation of the diode as a power rectifier.

These cuiTents inject large densities of electrons and holes into the

middle region gi-catly mcreasing its conductivity. The result is that the

\'oltage drop Vp is small even though the normal resistivity of the middle

region is high. For this reason the de™e has been called a conductivity

modulated rectifier. Also in this section we shall neglect recombination

in the middle region, which makes h(x) and Ip(x) constant and greatly

simplifies the analysis. The effect of recombination is to remove carriers

and increase the drop across the middle region. Therefore, it is desirable

to keep recombination in the middle region as low as possible.
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Under conditions of large injection we can say

n»P, p»P
rioo » np Puna ^ Pn

Uw = Tipe

Pwjv = n^ipN^/pp)e^^''

Equations (13) can be written

dn ^ /„ — hip

dx 2_D„

where h = D„/Dp . Combining (19) and (21) gives the equations

where n^ = nppp is a constant, and also

pp /«.

np Ip,

(18)

(19)

so that (11) becomes

/„ ^ I^Moo/np'^)

and (17) becomes

n{x) = p{x) ^ .-c ^ «) (20)

Equation (16) becomes

(21)

(22)

(23)

C-M)

From the first equation (22) we have

2/V„ .'o n{x)

r=i-L.
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Upon invoking the second equation of (22) we get

and

^V, = ^- ^ li- in"^ (26)

n. = n„ + ^^^^ w. (27)

We see that Vp is always positive in sign whatever the sign of 7„ - hip .

We now define a parameter

7 = Uo/nyj, (28)

and a device constant

R ^ IJh. (29)

Then from (23) and (10)

Uh = Ry'

^" l-\-Ry' " l + iSy

Combining (23), (27) and (30) gives the equation for 7 as a function of

total current

= 1 _ 7n - bip w
y= - 2D. n.

(31)

// (y/yJ' - 1

r /o Vl + K7/7„)^

where

yj ^ h/R (32)

and 7o is a unit of (particle) current density characteristic of the device

•l„V n^d„
w-Ip, \w /

(33)

A typical value for e h in a silicon diode is

e /o -^ 200 amp/cni" (34)

bfised on (3).
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From (26) the potential chop in the middle region can be written

0Vp = -\ + ^\ (n y (35)
T- - yj

From (24) and (30)

^(Fo + 7.) = Cn y~ + Cn
, _^ J , ,. + t>i -^ (36)

h 1 + 0{y/yj^ Ips

Thus the total applied bias F as a function of total current density / is

given by

^V=lnj - V^ '''^ ^ + '''^
1 , J , ,. + fn A (37)

Jo 7^ - yj 1 + oiy/yj- Ip.

where 7(7) is the (p(tsiti\-e) .solution of (31).

Thus far we have rclVri'od the problem of the V— / characteristic to

the problem of calculating 7(7) from (31). We see that in the limits of

high and low current 7 approaches the limits

7 -> 1 7 « 7o

(38)

7 "-* 7m 7^/0

and in general lies between these limits. A good approximate solution is

readily obtained by replacing (31) with the quadratic t'tiuation

7 - 1 - 4(7/7™)' - 1]

(39)
z = il/hY" (1 + b)-""-

which has the solution

^ = V7j + 4( 1 + ^)^-7^'' /,0^
7

22 ^ ^

A plot of this solution is shown in Fig. 2 as a function of z for 7« = }'2,

7m = 2. Since 7(7) is bounded by unity and 7„ , which usually will be of

order unity, we can reject some of the dependence of 1' upon 7 and re-

tain only its essential dependence upon 7. This appears in the first and

second terms of (37). By means of (31) this .second term can be written

^'^ = LT^I V l + 6(7/7j-J VU ^''^

Retaining only the essential dependence on 7 we write this equation

^T^ = C(7/7„)^^^ (42)
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0.5

Fig. 2 —The function 7(z) given by equation (40) for two choices of -y„.

/3V Sl ^^

0.01 0.02 0,04 006 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

1

2 4 6 8 lO 20 40 60 100

l/lo

Fig. 3 — T!ie voltage-current characteristic of the PIN diode according to

equation (44). The djished line represents an ideal PN diode and eh '^ 200 amp/
cm- in silicon.
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where C its a constant, representing the slowly varying coefficient of

(///„) " in (41). We choose C such that (42) becomes exact at high cur-

rent density when ^Vp ia large

When we regard the third and fourth terms of (37) together as a constant

/3Fe we obtain the simplified voltage-current characteristic

i-^\/i^7 = /-n i_ + C ^ i- + /37„ (44)

In this approximation it is unnecessary to evaluate 7(/) from (31).

Fig. 3 shows plots of /ST versus ///„ calculated from (44). For plotting

the curves the \-alue C = I.I was used. To choose a Aalue for ^Vc we put

7 = 1, which gives

so that

&V, -> fn[L/(h. + /^.)] (46)

which has the value 27 in silicon according to the values in (3). The dot-

ted line is the asymptote approached by the curve at low current densities

ffV^^n I I«h (47)

This is the characteristic of a simple PlSf junction when

/ » In. + /p. .

We return now to the question of when the large injection conditions

(18) are satisfied. Let us suppose / is much less than h so that 7-^1,
IJI, ^ R. It follows fj-om (30) and (23) that

7,, ^ n^ ^ «,[//(/,.- + /p«)]'" (48)

Now let us set rio » P which gives a condition on the current density

I»(P/ndUh. + h.). (49)

Setting n„o » iip^, p„.«, » pv"*" gives

/ » /„. + 7p. . (50)

Usually P » Hi so that (49) includes (50). When numbers arc put in
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from (3) we get the condition for large injection

el » 0.07 amp/cm^ in Si (51)

Since this current in (51) is much less than e/<, , we may quite properly

speak of large injection n » P and small currents / « 7„ at the same

time.

Let us denote by

IcM = (P/nif {h, + /..) (52)

the current density at which conductivity modulation starts to be im-

portant. Then we may distinguish three ranges of current: (a) very small

current / < Icm for which large injection analysis does not apply; (b)

low cm-rent Icm < I < L for which large injection analysis applies, but

the vohage di-op Vp in the middle region is negligible; (c) large current

I > lo for which Vp is sizable. The treatment of this section has covered

ranges (b) and (c). Range (c) (as treated here) does not extend to infinity

but only up to current densities of the order

^^V^ -^ 8 X lO' amp/cm'

so that the diffusion currents in the contacts may be treated as a small

injection.

Small Injection, No Recomhinaiion

In this section, we shall cover ranges (a) and (b) in current density.

We must go back to the basic equations, but we shall make use of two

facts that have come out of the large injection analysis: (a) 0Vp is negli-

gible when / « /„ ; (b) y = nJn.o ^ 1 which means n(x) and p{x) are

essentially constant in the middle region ^ x ^ w when /«/<,.

When we set

?io = n,,, Vo = pw (53)

equations (16) give us

+ji.vo+Vw)
f54)Uoo = Up c

V^vm = Pn e

Then (11) gives

I = h-{-h- (/.. + h.) [/'""'^''"'-i] (55)

^Q^ y^ _|_ y^ is the total applied bias when Vp can be neglected; there-
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fore we obtain the characteristic

which is valid until / approaches /<, . Of course we would not have ob-

tained this ideal characteristic of a simple PN junction had we taken
recombination into account; our result depends upon the constancy of

n(.r) and p(x) in the middle region. For the case of no recombination in

the middle region (oG) and (44) cover ranges (a), (b) and (c). Instead of

(44) the more exact expression (37) could be used requiring the evalu-

ation of 7(7) from (31). It seems that the extra refinement is of no help

in understanding the de\ice and umiecessary in treating experimental

data. Therefore, we shall adopt (44) and the approximations leading to

it as a model for treating the more complicated recombination case.

That is, we shall seek a generalization of (44) which takes recombination

into account in a sufficiently good approximation.

Large Injection with Recombination

We are interested in determining the effect of recombination in the

middle region upon the operating characteristics of the device. Therefore

we go immediately to the large injection case n = -p. Equation (16) be-

come

no = vpe''' n.o = 7i.(npV«p)e"'"
^^^^

n«, = npe^^" -p^^ = n„(pArVpp)e^^"'

\\hich gives

)3(F„ + F„) = bi{n^njn{) (58)

We shall assume that recombination is Imear in the hijectcd carrier

density to simplify the calculation. It will be possible, later to approxi-

mate bimolecular recombination by using an appropriate ^alue for the
lifetime t corresponding to the injected carrier density. Therefore we
write

^ = -^^^ - **
(^^\

Eliminating In{x) by use of (13) gives the equation for nQ

d n n

dx' L (60)
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where L is the effective diffusion length in the middle region

L = [2D„ r/{b + 1)]^'^

The solution of (60) may be written

tia sinh (w — z) + Uw sinh z
i{z) =

sinh

(01)

C62)

where z = x/L is the position variable and o = w/L is the length of the

middle region in units of L. Fig. 4 shows several of these solutions for the

case Tio = n,„ .

In equation (60) and the soUition (62) we have neglected the equi-

librium carrier densities Up
, pp . The criterion for the validity of this

approximation is

sinh 3^to « (n,/P\ {nJP) (63)

X/w

Fig. 4 — Th« c;irricr deiiMity accortling to cciiuitiim (62) I'ur tlic ciise no = 7t„

and several values of w.
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arrived at by considering the minima in the solutions for to >> 1. This is

really a criterion for conductivity modulation, so we shall assume hence-

forth that it is satisfied.

We now modify (13) by setting n = p and eliminating Eix) by use of

(22)

In(x) =
bl + 2Dnn (x)

b+ 1

I - 2Dnn{x)

6+ 1

(64)

where n'ix) = dn/dx. Inserting these currents into (22) gives E(x) and

integrating gives the pofoniial drop T"".- in the middle region

0V^ = hi

(6 + i;Z)„ h
r dx _

in n

b — I . n„
(n —b^ 1 no

(65)

This is the generalization of (26) for linear recombination.

The direct evaluation of (58) and (65) in terms of the total current /

leads to a very complicated expression for the applied voltage. It will be

shown in the next section that this rcult reduces in its simplest approxi-

mate form retaining only the essential dependence on a; to the formula

^V 1=^ in
I

In, + /..
+ c

</-,.

I_
o(tu)

(66)

which is identical with (44) except that the characteristic current density

is a function of w

I{w) = /03(a))

(j{u) = r=

(W'^y

cosh — tan sinh — (67)

= 1 _^ + ^_
6 ^ 48

Fig. 5 shows a plot of (/(co). These results show that if to < 1 as we might

expect in a good diode recombination has no significant effect on the

foi-ward voltage-current characteristic in the conductivity modulation

range of operation.
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1.0 ^\
x\
\
\

s N\\S s\
0.2

0.5 1.5 2.0 2i

Fig. 5 — The function gim) of equation (67).

Analysis

We denote

(68)

From (11) and (67)

By means of (62) and (64) we eliminate /„ and /p and obtain the equa

tions

{h + \)I^.t - / - ir{i cosh « - f)

{b + \)Rh,f = bl -\- Ir{^ - f cosh a.)

where Ir is a (particle) current density

2Dnni

(69)

(70)

Ir =
L sinh 01

(71)

In principle we could solve (70) for ^ and f as functions of I with R and

0) as parameters; this would determine 0V through (58) and (65) and

complete the problem. First we shall rewrite these equations in terms

of 7 as in the analysis of the second section.
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If we eliminate I from equations (24) we get

. -
,

Ir b cosh 0) + 1 DT 2

"' '^ y '—TTi— "

Ir cosh 0) + f)

+ 7 -^

(72)

which can be solved for f

_/r cosh o) + fa 711-7 /7o^

^ /p. 6 + 1 i?7— b

where

b cosh 0) + 1 ,_,^
70 = r j—r ^''^^

cosh oj + ()

Substituting (73) into (70) gives the equation satisfied by y

_ Ry' cosh 03 + l\ / _
^^) = _L [(tAJ' - 1]'

^75)
"^

/^7- + cosh w /
"

/oo /?7"^ + cosh w

where /oo is a characteristic* (particle) current density

loo = /.
sinh

]" cosh w + fa

^ fa+ 1
(7(i)

Now the solution of (75) has two branches which as 7 —> approach

values given by

a) 7 —^ 70

_^ Ry- cosh fai + I
("77)

^ "^ ^
i?7- + posh w

As / increases the first branch remains positive and approaches 7«, as

I —* x>. The second branch becomes negative and approaches —y„.

Therefore, we choose that branch which satisfies

,„> b cosh to + 1

7(0) = 70 = —j^^rr—

^(oo) = 7„ = ib/RY" (78)

7 >

On this branch y always lies between 7d and y^ ,
and y never approaches

the quantity in (77b). Therefore we replace Ry'^ by fa (as if 7 ^ 7^,) in
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the firet factor on the left of (75), and obtain the simpler form

T (7/7»)- - 1

7 — To =
/o(i \/i?7- + cosh w

(79)

whit-'h is the generalization of (31).

The drop l3Vp in the middle region given by (65) can be written

,r. = l^^Cny+^
I \/i ^•'^'T- VRi' + cosh w FM (80)

whoi-e Fu(y) comes fi-om / d.r/n and is defined

.'o 7 sinh [w(l — u)\ + sinh [wh]

(n
1 +("j

1 +Q
- (n

1 +6"^
1 - e"Q

(81)

or

V 1 — '2y cosh w + 7"

tan~^ e'^Q — tan~' Q
"^

-\/'2y cosh w — 1 — 7"

The iii-st form applies when 7 > c", or 7 < c'
"', and the second applied,

when e~" < 7 < e", and Q is the quantity

y/l 1 — 27 t'osh w + 7-

It can readily be .shown that when w —>

hi 7
7^0(7) =

7 - 1

Thus when u = (80) reduces to

0V. +

1

^ r (ny (7/7,)" - 1] .//_
[7 - 1 i?7- + 1 J y /.,

(82)

(83)

(84)

which is identical witli (41). It is also (4ear that (79) reduces to (31) as

the recombination goes to zero. Finally we write from (58)

&{Vo + F.) - Cn 7i' ^ (n^^ Cn ~~ ^ . (85)
Ips liy + cosh oj
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2.f)

3

1.0

<\
x\\
\^\

"^\^^
'>\ ^N

\ N
\S:X'^ >^

^^^^^^
^^ =55^

t
1

[ 1

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.8 1,0 4 5 6 B 10

Fig. 6 — The function ^^(7) of equation (81) for several values of w.

which reduces to (30) when a; = 0. Thus the whole theory reduces cor-

.'ectly in the case w = 0.

The function F^(y) is plotted in Fig. 6 for several values of w including

w = 0. The expansion of F^y) to order co^ is

F,(y) = Jity -
I f(y)7—1 4

(7 + 1) - 27

/(7) = (86)

(7 - 1)^

= 1 - 27 /n - +
7

Our next step is to eliminate fi'oni (80) and (85) unimportant depen-

dencies on I which would be difficult or impossible to detect experi-

mentally. If in (85) we let 7 =" 1. cosh w = 1 wc get

KVo + F.) = fn
I

(87)
V ns ~P 'pa

In (80) we drop the first term (as if 7 = 1) and in the second term we
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put Ry = 6 (as if 7 = 7«) and ^^(7) = F^{\),

/37p = ^-^ A/^ Vb + cosh w FM) (88)
+ 1 y ioo

In this way we retain the correct form of dependence on to, but throw

out the dependence on / that comes from y(I). It can be shown from

(81) that

tan~^ ( sinh -
)FM = ^^7^

sinh
^ (89)

2 4
to to= 1 - _+ i— + ...

12 ^ 180
^

Thus we define the characteristic (particle) current density of the device

{b + l)/oo

(ft + cosh to)ii'„(l)2

r 1^
^^^^

= ^° U(l)linhJ = '^^^"^

and (88) can be written

"^^ = vrrt 1/5 <«^)

This formula corresponds to (42) with C = 2/\/b + 1. In the spirit

of the present theory the exact value of this constant is not important,

so we may replace 2/\/6 + 1 in (91) by C. Then the sum of (87) and

(91) gives the total applied bias (66).

No7i Linear Recombination

In this section we shall consider the forward characteristic of a PIN
diode in which the current densities at the contacts obey the law

T - T (~

h

^vhere /„, and /p, are characteristic of the device and a is a number be-
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tween and 1 . We see that (30) must be replaced by

la
IJIp = Ry

" / + 727-" " 1 + Ry'"

and (23) must be replaced by

(94)
/T /T Xl/S"

n„ = ni{Ip/Ip,)

The equation for y is now

_ n y-d/..^ (7/7.0" - 1
,05)

^
~

\lj [1 + Hy/yjyV-^^'^-^
^''''^

where 7„' ^ (b/RY''" and

/i = /oC/p./Zo)''^-''""'' ^ (96)

is a characteristic (particle) current density of the device. We now ob-

tain iSFp from (26)

/3Fp ^ ai/hf^'''"-' (97)

where C" is a slowly ^'arying function

^> _ (7/7„0" + 1 faT
fog)

[1 + K7/7„')'"']^-"'^''' T - 1

similar to the coefficient in brackets in (41). From (21) and (94) we get

/3(yo+TO ^Lin^ (99)

If now 7 -^ 1 we get

= g-a(»'0+7..)
(100)

This shows how we must choose a to agree with the low current charac-

teristic. On the basis of experience with silicon diodes we w^ould choose

a '^ 0.6, which would give

0Vp - C'il/h)"-" (101)

The characteristic current density would be

e/i -- 200 X (/p.//o)''amp/cm^ in Si (102)
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The value to use for Ip, is very uncertain, but it certainly is much less

than /q ,^o h^ la Thus we would not expect to observe ^Vp
,
and the

characteristic should have the form

I ^ Le"^ (103)

up to the highest attainable currents.

We have shown in this section how the law of recombination in the

contacts affects the dependence of Vp upon /. In particular if a = y-2

there is no dependence of Vp upon I, which means that the conductivity

due to injection increases just as rapidly as the current. AVe may con-

clude from (97) that the smaller the value of a the more effective is con-

ductivity modulation in keeping down the drop Vp in the middle region.

Discussion

We have considered the PIN structure of Fig. 1 having typical param-

eters given in (3). We find that the presence of the middle region causes

no significant deviation in the voltage-current characteristic from that

of a simple PN diode until very high current densities are reached, of

the order of 200 amp/cm" in silicon. In particular the middle region is

not responsible for an anomalous slope in the plot of T' versus log /. We
find that recombination in the middle region can be accounted for by re-

placing the characteristic current density e/o of the device with eUg{w/L)

where g(w/L) < 1 is shown in Fig. 5. Thus qualitatively there is no

change in the form of the voltage-current characteiistic due to recombi-

nation in the middle region, although the effect of g(w/L) is to make the

voltage drop somewhat higher than if recombination were ab.sent.

We have suggested that the anomalous slope of V versus log I usually

observed in silicon diodes might be due to non-linear recombination. If

the recombination obeys a power law chosen to give a typical (anoma-

lous) V— I characteristic for a PN diode, we have shown that the PIN
diode should manifest the same characteristic up to extremely large

current densities many times cIq . Thus the drop across the middle region

should be even more negligible with non-linear than with linear recom-

bination.

I am pleased to acknowledge my great benefit from discussions with

M. B. Prince and I. M. Ross.


